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History. The men's basketball department of FenerbahÃ§e was initially founded in 1913, but could not persist
due to the Balkan Wars and World War I.Eventually, under the initiative of Muhtar Sencer and Cem
AtabeyoÄŸlu, it was founded in its current permanent form in 1944 and achieved considerable success when
the sport established itself in Turkey. ...
FenerbahÃ§e Basketball - Wikipedia
Kiandra is an abandoned gold mining town and the birthplace of Australian skiing. The town is situated in the
Snowy Mountains of New South Wales, Australia, in the Snowy Monaro Regional Council inside the
Kosciuszko National Park.Its name is a corruption of Aboriginal 'Gianderra' for 'sharp stones for knives'. It
was earlier called Gibson's Plains, named after Dr. Gibson, a settler in the ...
Kiandra, New South Wales - Wikipedia
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